Wetting and drying of a rigid substrate by a Lennard-Jones fluid in molecular dynamics simulations is reported. The size of the substrate particles, being smaller than the fluid particles in former simulations, is now taken to be equal to, respectively larger than, that of the fluid particles. Recently, for the latter type of system a first order drying transition has been reported. Like before we find a continuous-like transition for all systems considered. This also holds for substrates with incompletely-filled top layers, the so-called molecularly rough surfaces. All systems studied behave qualitatively alike, but inconsistencies are found in the solid-vapour surface tension on approach of the wetting transition and for the solid-fluid surface tension in general.
Introduction
In a recent molecular dynamics (MD) paper of fluid wetting on molecularly rough surfaces, Tang and Harris [1] present also results for the drying transition on a molecularly smooth surface. These results suggest a first order drying transition and even a metastable partially-dry state as a value of cos θ significantly smaller than -1 is reported. The rigid substrate consists of static particles on an FCC lattice. The smooth-surface substrate contains three (100) layers. For the rough surface a partially-filled (100) layer is added on both sides of the substrate. For the evaluation of the contact angle θ, Young's relation has been applied [2] cos θ = (γ sv − γ sl )/γ lv ,
where γ ij is the surface tension of the interface between phases i and j and the subscripts s, l and v denote the solid, liquid and vapour phase, respectively.
In a Comment [3] we have objected against the Tang and Harris expression for γ sf , where f stands for fluid (either liquid or vapour). Harris has complied with our objection in his Reply [4] . After correction, the above-mentioned result for cos θ remains and is at variance with results obtained by us before [5] . From our results, we concluded [5] the drying transition to be continuous or very weakly first order. Because of this discrepancy, we performed MD simulations on the Tang and Harris smooth-and rough-surface systems. A system with fluid and solid particles of equal size (in between our original system and the Tang and Harris system) has been studied too.
Another reason for reexamining the systems studied by Tang and Harris [1] is the surprising behaviour of γ sv , that turns out not to decrease monotonously with increasing substrate-fluid interaction parameter ǫ sf , even so after correction [4] . The derivative ∂γ sv /∂ǫ sf can be determined directly in the simulations and was always found to be negative in our previous simulations. This derivative has not been reported by Tang and Harris.
We start out in section 2 with a survey of the systems studied. In section 3 we present results for the contact angle, cos θ, and its derivative ∂ cos θ/∂ǫ r = ǫ f f ∂ cos θ/∂ǫ sf . The substrate-fluid surface tensions are shown in section 4 and discrepancy with their derivatives is exposed. As a check on internal consistence we present data on the liquid-vapour surface tension, the pressure and the liquid and the vapour density in section 5. We end up with a summary of our conclusions in section 6. In the Appendix Table 3 contains the essential drying/wetting data.
Description of the systems simulated
The systems we simulate contain both substrate and fluid particles that interact through a truncated and shifted Lennard-Jones (LJ) potential
with φ AB (r) = 4ǫ AB {(σ AB /r) 12 − (σ AB /r) 6 }, where A and B stand for either "substrate" or "fluid", r denotes the distance between the particles, ǫ AB sets the energy scale and σ AB the length scale of the potential. The cut-off radius is r c = 2.5σ AB . We have used the same program as before [5] , although the "massive stochastic collisions" method of Tang and Harris [1] has been checked as well. For our expressions of the surface tensions γ sf and γ lv , as integrals over pressure tensor components, we refer to Nijmeijer et al. [6, 7] . For the Table 1 Summary of the systems simulated for σ * sf = 1.0 and σ * sf = 1.1 for smooth (sm) substrates, and for rough substrates for σ * sf = 1.1 with coverage of the top layers 1/4 (r1), 2/4 (r2) and 3/4 (r3) respectively. N c denotes the number of unit cells of the substrate both in the x-and y-direction and the third column gives the resulting linear dimensions ( L * x = L * y ). The next entries give the length of the system L * z perpendicular to the substrate, the number of substrate particles (N s ) and the number of fluid particles (N f ) respectively. The number of time steps per run is given: ∆t/run, where the number of runs ranges from fifty up to eight hundred (for slowly equilibrating systems). The liquid-vapour surface tension is given in the last column. (6) relation between the derivative ∂γ sf /∂ǫ sf and the potential energy U sf of the substrate-fluid interaction we refer to references [5, [7] [8] [9] , U sf is calculated for each side of the substrate separately.
As before [5] , all systems have been studied at a constant temperature T * = k B T /ǫ f f = 0.9, that was kept fixed by scaling the velocities of the fluid particles every hundredth time step. For the integration of the equations of mo-tion the leap-frog algorithm has again been used with a reduced time step ∆t
, where m f denotes the mass of a fluid particle. Every twentieth time step a configuration is used for the calculation of the surface tensions and the substrate-fluid potential energies, as well as the density profiles. The key parameter determining drying/wetting behaviour is the interaction parameter ǫ sf in units of ǫ f f : ǫ r = ǫ sf /ǫ f f .
In Table 1 the characteristics of the various systems are given. System S3 for σ * sf = σ sf /σ f f = 1.1, labeled "σ11-sm", is identical to the smooth-surface system of Tang and Harris [1, 4] , except for the length L * z of the system. From their specifications σ * ss = 1.2 and L * x = L * y = 7.62, with 4 unit cells lateral in the substrate, we derive the nearest-neighbour distance in the substrate to be the position of the minimum of the LJ potential. It turns out that these interface dimensions are rather close to those of the system S3 for σ * sf = 0.941 (σ * ss = 0.833), with 6 lateral unit cells, in our former paper [5] : L * x = L * y = 7.94. The dimensions of the other smooth-surface system mentioned in Table 1 , σ * sf = 1 (σ * ss = 1) with 5 lateral unit cells, are identical: L * x = L * y = 7.94. Therefore we denote all three systems with "S3", to specify the size of the interface area. As before, it is necessary to study larger interface area's as well, where S2 has a 4 times larger and S1 has a 16 times larger surface area (see also [5] ). For the rough-surface systems of Tang and Harris, with incompletely-filled extra top layers on both sides of the substrate, only our results for the larger systems are mentioned. For the different system sizes the number of time steps per run is such that the statistical accuracy and the CPU time per run are about constant. For the last column of Table 1 the liquid-vapour surface tension γ * lv = γ lv σ 2 f f /ǫ f f has been averaged over all ǫ r values for the pertaining system. The numbers between parentheses denote the uncertainty (one standard deviation) in the last one or two digits.
Results of the simulations for cos θ
The results of the simulations, regarding γ * sl , γ * sv and cos θ and their derivatives with respect to ǫ r , or rather ǫ sf , are listed in the Table 3 in the Appendix. In Fig. 1 , cos θ for three smooth-surface systems and one rough-surface system is shown. The results of the two omitted rough-surface systems σ11-r1 and σ11-r3 are rather close to those of the smooth-surface system σ11-sm. Our earlier results for σ * sf = 0.941 (σ94) are represented by a thick full line. It is taken from [5] , where its origin is explained (multi-histogram method for ǫ r ≤ 0.25 and cubic spline fit for ǫ r > 0.25) and it is shown to represent very well the various systems reported there. For completeness two data around the wetting transition have been added (circles, system S33 [5] , that has a liquid phase doubled in the z-direction with respect to S3). Comparing the various systems we conclude that variation of the microscopic details of the (Fig.2) . Thick full lines represent the results for σ94 [5] , and the scaled versions (see text) for σ1 and σ11-sm respectively. The corrected Tang and Harris data (crosses) have error bars of two standard deviations.
substrate does not effect the qualitative behaviour of drying and wetting, as expected. For the smooth-surface systems, increasing σ sf (and thereby σ ss ) gives the same behaviour at larger values of ǫ r . The external potential, that the substrate imposes on the fluid, can be approximated by summing over all substrate particles and averaging over the directions parallel to the surface. This external potential gets less deep for increasing σ ss , due to the lower density of the substrate, but it has a larger range due to a larger σ sf . From the integrated negative part of the external potentials, scaling factors can be deduced for ǫ r , 1.24 for σ1 and 1.36 for σ11-sm, with respect to σ94. Both scaled results, of σ94, are shown in Fig. 1 by thick full lines too.
For reasons we will discuss later, we have exploited another route as well to obtain cos θ ( and γ * sl and γ * sv ). As we have calculated also ∂γ * sl /∂ǫ r and ∂γ * sv /∂ǫ r , we have made spline fits for these quantities and for ∂ cos θ/∂ǫ r (see also Fig.2 ) and have integrated these fits. For the systems mentioned in Table 1 we have taken together data for the various surface area's, in case of overlapping data we always dropped the data belonging to smaller surface area's. For system σ94 we took the data of D1, special purpose computer system of size S1 [5] , extended with two data points of S33 (ǫ r = 0.6 and 0.7). The results from the integration of the spline fits to ∂ cos θ/∂ǫ r are shown by the thin full lines in Fig.1 , where a trivial integration constant of -1 has been added. Integrating the fits to ∂γ * sl /∂ǫ r and ∂γ * sv /∂ǫ r (see section 4) to obtain γ * sl and γ * sv and combining the resulting surface tensions according to eq. (1) gives the same curves. The integration constants are less trivial here and we preferred to adjust the surface tensions at the lowest value of ǫ r (see Fig.3 and  4) . For σ11-sm in Fig.1 the thin full line is in much better agreement with the thick full line than the data points are. In general, we can conclude that this procedure of scaling ǫ r accounts for the main effect of the increase of σ sf , and σ ss .
A striking difference between Harris's data and ours (for σ11-sm) is at ǫ r = 0.2, where he obtains cos θ = −1.39(17), well below the completely-dry value of -1, the error bar being two standard deviations. This value is obtained with a γ * lv = 0.191, which is much lower than the value 0.234(2) we obtained for this system size (S3, [5] ). Substituting the latter value of γ * lv , one obtains cos θ = −1.14 that is still too low, but that does not rule out the value -1 in view of the error bar. Another difference is that Harris finds an incompletely-dry state for ǫ r = 0.3 for the system size S3. We also simulated S3 for ǫ r = 0.3 and found the liquid phase to detach from the substrate, like we found for S3 (σ94, [5] ) for ǫ r = 0.275. For this reason we studied a 16 times larger surface area (S1) for ǫ r ≤ 0.4. The reason for the above-mentioned discrepancy lies in the different way of keeping the temperature constant. We also tried Tang and Harris's method of "massive stochastic collisions" for system S3 (σ11-sm) and found cos θ = −1.00(2) for ǫ r = 0.2. However, both the liquid density n * l and γ * lv become too small and the vapour density n * v becomes too large, as Tang and Harris find too [1] . In our opinion this originates from the fact that the tendency of the liquid phase to detach from the substrate is frustrated by assigning "random" velocities to the fluid particles every 500th time step.
Another interesting feature shown in Fig.1 is the size dependence of the wetting transition for σ11-sm. System S3 becomes completely-wet for ǫ r = 0.8 (in accordance with Harris's result), where for S2 ǫ r = 0.9 applies. For σ1 this size dependence is marginal or absent (ǫ r = 0.75) and for σ94 we found no indication for it at all [5] . For the rough-surface systems (σ11), the size dependence is present as well, and even more pronounced; because of the behaviour of γ * sv (to be discussed later), we did not pursue the simulations of S3 for the rough substrates.
In Fig. 2 the derivative ∂ cos θ/∂ǫ r is shown for the same simulations depicted in Fig. 1 . The size dependence of the wetting transition for σ11-sm manifests itself very clearly. For system size S3, ∂ cos θ/∂ǫ r falls from 4 to 0 (the completely-wet value) going from ǫ r = 0.75 to ǫ r = 0.8. System size S2 gets completely wet for ǫ r = 0.9, see also Fig.1 . The value of ∂ cos θ/∂ǫ r at ǫ r = 0.8 looks suspicious, lying in between the top value and the completely-wet value zero. Indeed of the probes for equilibrium, ∂γ * sv /∂ǫ r and ∂γ * sl /∂ǫ r , the first one shows considerable fluctuations with time, as we also found for other systems on approach of the wetting transition. Therefore we followed this system for 5.25x10
6 time steps after an equilibration time of 7.5x10 5 time steps. For comparison: S2 at ǫ r = 0.9 became completely wet after 4.5x10 6 time steps and was followed for 1.5x10
6 time steps afterwards. The scaling of ǫ r for σ94 to σ1 and to σ11-sm, mentioned above for cos θ, should be accompanied here with scaling down ∂ cos θ/∂ǫ r with the same factor. The spline fit to ∂ cos θ/∂ǫ r for σ94 (using the same systems as for cos θ) is shown by the thin full line, only visible for ǫ r > 0.5. This fit has been scaled as well into results for σ1 and σ11-sm, these are also represented by thin full lines. From the comparison of the scaled data with the measured data for σ1 and σ11-sm we conclude that this scaling gives a reasonable estimate of the effect of increasing σ sf , and σ ss . It should be noted that the thin full line for σ11-r2 in Fig.2 represents the spline fit to the data and this fit has been integrated to obtain cos θ in Fig.1 for σ11-r2.
Surface tensions
In Fig.3 the results of γ * sv for the various systems with σ * sf = 1.1 are shown. The data of Harris [4] all show an increase of γ * sv with increasing ǫ r on approach of the wetting transition (system size S3). In our previous simulations [5] for σ94 we never encountered such a behaviour for any system size.
For the smooth-surface system (σ11-sm), behaviour comparable to that of the data of Harris is shown by system S3, although γ * sv is decreasing up to sl for the various systems with σ * sf = 1.1 (see Fig.3 ). Full lines result from integrating the spline fits to ∂γ * sl /∂ǫ r (see Fig.6 ).
ǫ r = 0.75. For ǫ r = 0.8, the same completely-wet state is found. The increase of γ * sv for S2, with a larger interface area, is less prominent (ǫ r = 0.9), but does exist. It looks like the system jumps to the completely-wet branch, that is really γ * sl + γ * lv , at a too low value of ǫ r . So we performed simulations for S1 as well in this region, but we still found the tendency of γ * sv to increase, although the exceptional long equilibration times prevented us from arriving at a fully equilibrated completely-wet state for such a large system. From the rough-surface systems, σ11-r1 and σ11-r3 show very much the same behaviour as the smooth-surface system, which also holds for the few data of Harris. The situation for σ11-r2, that becomes completely wet at ǫ r = 1, looks different as the increase of γ * sv takes place over a much larger range: 0.7 < ǫ r < 1. The increase of γ * sv just before the wetting transition, and for σ11-r2 in a larger region, is in contradiction with ∂γ * sv /∂ǫ r as depicted in Fig.6 , being always negative and getting more negative for increasing ǫ r . We therefore made spline fits to this derivative (see Fig.6 ). Integration of the spline fits, taking the integration constant such that values at low ǫ r match the directly measured data, results in the full lines of Fig.3 . The agreement up to ǫ r ≈ 0.6 is good, but it gets dramatically bad for higher values of ǫ r . In Fig.4 γ * sl is shown for the same systems. There is very good agreement with the data of Harris (crosses). The data look much more regular here, and of course nothing special is happening to γ * sl on approach of the wetting transition. However, applying the same procedure of integrating now the spline fits to ∂γ * sl /∂ǫ r (Fig.6) , resulting in the full lines, also shows a large discrepancy with the directly measured surface tensions. The discrepancy is even starting at lower values of ǫ r . One should note that at these low values of ǫ r , γ * sl is affected by the build-up of the liquid phase near the substrate (for increasing ǫ r ). The same phenomenon applies to γ * sv on approach of the wetting transition. We calculated the two contributions to γ * sf (referring to both γ * sv and γ * sl ) separately, i.e. the fluid-fluid and the substrate-fluid part. They have opposite signs and their absolute values become five to ten times larger for γ * sv than the quantity itself in the completely-wet region. However, no suspect behaviour could be found for the constituents. A possible reason, for the discrepancy between γ * sf and its derivative ∂γ * sf /∂ǫ r , is registration of the fluid particles onto the substrate, that is excluded for system σ94. We tried to check this conjecture by visual inspection of the first few liquid layers nearest to the . ∂γ * sv /∂ǫ r , upper curves, and ∂γ * sl /∂ǫ r , lower curves, for the various systems with σ * sf = 1.1 (see Fig.3 and 4) . Full lines show the spline fits to the data, that have been integrated to obtain γ * sv and γ * sl (also full lines) in Fig.3 and Fig.4 respectively.
substrate, but did not find evidence for it. A quantitative analysis, through a pair distribution function or a (two-dimensional) structure factor, should be decisive.
We observe the discrepancy growing, with the substrate becoming less smooth, as it does when the substrate particles become larger. For σ94 [5] we find a small discrepancy (see Fig.5 ), that has opposite sign with respect to the discrepancies displayed in Fig.3 and 4. For σ1 the particle sizes are equal and we find a relatively small discrepancy (see Fig.5 ). For σ11-sm the substrate particles are larger than the fluid particles, and the discrepancy is large (Fig.3  and 4 ). For σ11-r1 and for σ11-r3 the discrepancy is about the same as for σ11-sm. Apparently both systems, with a top layer of the substrate consisting for one quarter out of particles and for one quarter out of vacancies respectively, do not look rougher to the fluid than σ11-sm does. One could argue that σ11-r2, with a 50% filled top layer, looks rougher than σ11-sm and can be supposed to favour registration even more, the discrepancy is larger indeed (see Fig.3 and 4) .
In Fig.6 the derivatives ∂γ * sv /∂ǫ r and ∂γ * sl /∂ǫ r are shown, together with the spline fits. The different systems show very much the same behaviour. It should be noted however that, considering systems σ11-sm, σ11-r3, σ11-r1 and σ11-r2, and in that order, ∂γ * sv /∂ǫ r (upper curves) starts to decrease more rapidly at lower values of ǫ r and shows a smoother overall behaviour.
Liquid-vapour equilibrium
As there are always coexisting liquid and vapour phases in our simulations with at least one interface in between, we obtained quite some data on the liquid density n * l , the vapour density n * v and the pressure p * at coexistence (T * = 0.9), as well as on the liquid-vapour surface tension γ * lv . As a check on the consistence of our simulations and possibly as a reference, the numbers are given in Table 2 .
In Table 1 we already presented values for γ * lv for the various systems. We average these values for the various system sizes separately and find γ * lv to depend on the size of the surface area (Table 2) , like we reported before [5] , where the value for S3 (0.236) differs slightly from the one mentioned in [5] (0.234) because of other weight factors. For completeness we mention the result for a system (S0) with a 4 times larger interface area [5] than S1: γ * lv = 0.227 (1) , that fits in quite nicely with the results obtained here. Two other relatively recent results are from Adams and Henderson [10] for a system with a bit smaller interface area than S3: γ * lv = 0.23(1), and Haye and Bruin [11] : γ * lv = 0.223(3) S1. For the calculation of cos θ with eq.(1) we used the same values of γ * lv as before [5] . The discrepancy of a few percent between the old value for S3 and the present one has been ignored.
For the pressure our present results suggest size dependence as well, as it is increasing with system size; the error bars prevent us from drawing this conclusion. Moreover, it is not supported by the data of our previous work. For system size S0 we obtained p * = 0.03130(1), Adams and Henderson [10] report: p * = 0.0322(13) and Haye and Bruin [11] : p * = 0.0308(2).
Size dependence can be excluded for the coexisting densities. We note quite a discrepancy with our previous work for the liquid densities. System D1 shows the largest discrepancy. In the old results for S3, S2, and S1, systems with a doubled liquid phase (S33, S22 and S11 see ref. [5] ) are included and the numbers are in between that for D1 and the present results. The average for n * l over S33, S22 and S11 alone is given in the last column and is in good agreement with the present result. Since we took narrower boundaries for the determination of the liquid density in the present simulations and since more fluid particles resided in the liquid phase than for D1, S3, S2, S1 and S0 in our previous simulations, we can understand the different outcomes. Furthermore Table 2 Liquid-vapour coexistence data at T * = 0.9 for the various system sizes. Each row with present results is followed by one with previous results [5] for the same quantity. The last column contains the average value, where appropriate. In the average value for n * l [5] only the results of the doubled liquid phase systems S33, S22 and S11 have been taken into account (see text). (4) . For the liquid density these results are much higher respectively much lower than our present result. We note that for < n * v >= 0.0452 in the last row, the S0 result (n * v = 0.0450(1)) has been taken into account as well. The measured value for the temperature, kept fixed only approximately, equals the prescribed value of 0.9 with an accuracy that is better by a few decimals than the accuracies of the quantities mentioned above.
S3

Conclusions
Changing the microscopic details of the substrate does not change the qualitative behaviour of drying and wetting. The quantitative change of drying and wetting for the smooth substrates, due to enlarging the size of the substrate particles, can be described reasonably well for cos θ, as it is calculated from its derivative, by matching the (approximate) external potentials.
The substrate-vapour surface free energy increases at, or just before, the wetting transition which seems unphysical. Discrepancy is found between the behaviour of both γ * sv and γ * sl and their derivatives. The discrepancy gets larger for larger substrate particles and for more roughness of the substrate. A conjecture, that registration of the fluid particles onto the substrate is responsible for this discrepancy, could not be confirmed by visual inspection and still awaits a quantitative analysis (pair distribution or structure factor).
Dependence of the liquid-vapour surface tension on the size of the interface area has been established with better accuracy than before. Accurate numbers have been found for the coexisting vapour and liquid densities and the pressure (T * = 0.9), also ensuring internal consistence of the simulations.
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